
Perun is a multi-functional illumination tool  
powered by a 3500mAh 18650 battery with a maximum output of 2,000 lumens.  
 
This compact, hands-free right-angle light boasts the third generation MCC which holds 1.5A current.  
When the built-in infrared distance sensor detects an obstruction nearby, the brightness will automatically  
be reduced to the lowest level for protection. 
 
Perun can be used as a handheld light with the provided pocket clip for a variety of attachment methods  
as well as a headlamp with the optional magnetic head strap, making it a powerful, reliable and vital tool  
for multiple activities in the dark. 
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• Multi-functional Use: Features a right-angle head, stainless steel pocket clip and magnetic  
  base for a variety of hands-free attachment methods to the body, backpack, hat or steel components, quick and easy. 
 
• Powerful Performance: Powered by a 3500mAh 18650 rechargeable battery with a maximum output of 2,000 lumens;  
  equipped with incredible MCC3 charging cable for 50% faster charging than H2R. 
 
• Reliable and Trustworthy: When the built-in infrared distance sensor detects an obstruction nearby,  
  the brightness will automatically be reduced to the lowest level for protection. 
 
• Immersive Experience:The intuitive operation provides a convenient experience for different applications,  
  and all-new designed compact body for an extremely firm grip. 
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Olight Perun 
 
LIGHT SOURCE 
 - One High Performance Cool White LED 
  
DIMENSIONS 
 - Length: 4.41in/112mm 
 - Head Diameter: 1.02in/26mm 
 - Body Diameter: 0.91in/23mm 
  
WEIGHT 
 - 4.23oz/120g (Including Battery) 
  
BODY MATERIAL 
 - Aluminum Alloy(Main body) 
  
POWERED BY 
 - Customized 3500mAh 18650 Battery (Included) 
  
WARRANTY 
 - Olight’s 5 Years Warranty 
 
IN THE BOX 
 - Perun(Battery Included) 
 - Stainless Steel Pocket Clip 
 - MCC3 Magnetic Charging Cable 
 - Lanyard 
 - User Manual 
  
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
 - Head Strap and Mount 
 - 15A 3000mAh Rechargeable Lithium Battery 
 
 
Price:  99,95  EURO   (UVP, inkl. MwSt.) 
  
Datasheet: www.new-tech-products.com/support/Olight-Perun-Launch_File.pdf 
 
  

Please send your orders to: auftragsbearbeitung@ntp-gmbh.com 
 
All prices are plus statutory VAT 

 
Interested in more? 
 
Here you can see an overview of the NTP-Assortments:      
www.new-tech-products.com/products/pdf/NTP-Products-Overview.pdf 
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